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An algorithm is developed which computes strict approximations in subspaces of
spline functions of degree m - 1 with k fixed knots. The strict approximation is a
unique best Chebyshev approximation for a problem defined on a finite set which
can be considered as the "best" of the best approximations. Moreover, a sequence
of strict approximations defined on certain subsets of an interval I converges to a
best approximation on I if k ,,;; m and at least to a nearly best approximation on I if
k > m.

INTRODUCTION

We consider the problem of approximating a given function f in ql) by
subspaces of spline functions of degree m - 1 with k fixed knots, with respect
to the supremum norm. Schumaker [6] has observed that the idea of the
classical Remez algorithm can also be used for spline subspaces. Recently,
Nurnberger and Sommer [3] developed a Remez type algorithm for
computing best spline approximations.

In this paper we determine strict approximations. Rice [4] defines the
strict approximation as a particular unique best Chebyshev approximation
for problems defined on a finite set. It can be considered as the "best" of the
best Chebyshev approximations.

In order to compute best approximations on an interval I it is often useful
to replace the interval by finite sets. Then the continuous problem is replaced
by discrete problems. It seems to be natural to determine strict approx
imations on the finite subsets. The chief purpose of this paper is to develop
an algorithm which computes the strict approximation in subspaces of spline
functions. For this purpose a characterization of strict approximations which
is established in [9] will be very important.

Then we define a Remez type algorithm. A sequence of strict approx
imations defined on certain finite subsets converges to a best approximation
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on I if k ~ m and at least to a nearly best approximation which for most
practical cases is a best approximation ofI if k > m. In Section 1 we present
some results concerning the characterization of strict approximations. In
Section 2 we develop the algorithm which determines strict approximations.
We shall show that it is possible to divide the approximation problem into
subproblems where exchange rules can be applied as in the classical Remez
algorithm for Haar subspaces. In Section 3 we state some results concerning
the convergence of sequences of stric. approximations. Finally, we shall give
some numerical examples in Section 4.

1. PRELIMINARIES

Let T be a compact subset of IR and C(T) be the normed linear space of
all continuous real-valued functions defined on T. Let the space C(T) be
normed by

IIIII = max I/(x)l·
XET

Suppose that G is an n-dimensional subspace of C( T). Then we denote the
set of best approximations to a function I in C(T) out of G by

PG(f):= {go E G: III - goll = inf{111 - gil: g E G~.

We shall also consider approximation problems on a subset U of T. A
function go in G is called a best approximation to Ion U if

max I/(x) - go(x)1 = inf {max I/(x) - g(x)I}·
XEU KEG XEU

We use the following notations: We denote by E(f) the set of extremal
points of the function I on T

E(f) = {x E T: I/(x)1 = ill II }.

A function I is said to alternate on the points t l < ... < th III T if I(t;) .
l(t i + 1) < 0, i = 1,..., h, and we call points t I < ... < thin T alternating
extremal points of/if,U(-l)i/(ti) = 11111, i= 1,...,h,,UE {-I, I}.

A subset R = {ui}7~i of T is called a relerence if
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has rank n, where G = span{g I , ... , gn} and
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a ~ t I < ... < th ~ b. Let go be a best approximation to f on the reference R
then y = 1/(1- go)IR II is called the reference deviation.

A subspace G satisfies the Haar condition if g E G, g(x) = °at n distinct
points of T implies g == 0. In this case the best approximation is always
unique.

We shall consider approximation problems for subspaces of polynomial
spline functions. These subspaces do not satisfy the Haar condition.
Therefore the best approximations are not uniquely determined and it is
natural to consider conditions which single out one of the best approx
imations.

Rice [5] defines a unique "strict approximation" for functions defined on
a finite set. Strauss [9] has established a characterization theorem for the
strict approximation to a function f out of a subspace of polynomial spline
functions. This theorem will be very useful for developing an algorithm
which determines the strict approximation. We shall establish such an
algorithm.

First we need the following notations:- Let .1 denote the partitIOn
a = X o<XI < ... <x k <xk +1= b on the interval [a, b]. The subspace Sm(.1)
of polynomial spline functions of degree m - I (m ~ 2) with simple fixed
knots at .1 is defined by

Sm(.1) = {sECm- 2 [a,b] :s![x>x> jElrm_ l ,i=O,...,k}
I' 1+1

where lrm _ 1 denotes all polynomials of degree ~m - 1. We shall denote by
I pq a subinterval with boundary points xp and xq , where xp and x q are points
of .1.

Now we define the following subspaces: Let I be an interval satisfying
(xo,xk+l)clc [XO'Xk+ l ] and let T be a compact subset of I. Then

Sm(I) = {s E Sm(.1) :

if1= (xo' x k+ I] then s(i)(xo) = 0, i = 0,..., m - 2,

if1= [xo, x k+ J then s(i)(xk+ I) = 0, i = 0,... , m - 2,

if1= (xo' x k+ I) then s(i)(xo) = s(i)(xk+ I) = 0, i = 0,..., m - 2},

Sm(I, T) = {siT: s E Sm(I)}.

Notice that the functions of Sm(I) satisfy boundary conditions if the interval
I is not closed.
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A local basis of S m(I) will be very useful. Let the partition
,1 = jxo, ,Xkt1f be given. A partition J = {;cmt1,... ,xm_d satisfving
X- mt 1 < < Xo < ... < Xkt 1 < ... < Xmtk is called an extended partition
associated with ,1. Suppose that M i, i = -m + I,..., k is the mth order B
spline associated with the knots Xi'"'' Xi + m (see [8, p. 1181). We also denote
MilJ by M i , where J is a subset of Ix mTl,XmTkl.

Then Sm(I) = span{M_ mt 1"'" M k} if 1 = Ixo' Xk. 1[' Sm(1)
spanlM o,..·,Md if I=(XO,XkT11 and Sm(I)=span{Mo ..... Mkm _ l ( if
1= (XO,Xkt1 ).

Let the partition J = {x. mtl,oo.,xnf, n ~ I, be given and let
T= (x -mT l' x n )· Suppose that U = jUd7- 1 is a subset of I Then the matrix

has rank n if and only if

i = I...., n. ( 1.1 )

Hence the subspace S meT, T), T c T, has dimension n, iff there exists a subset
U c T satisfying (1.1).

Now we shall consider characterization theorems for best approximations
to f (see 19 D·

THEOREM 1.1. Let the partition J = {Xi f7- m + I. n ~ I, be given and let
T= (x -m t l' x n )· Suppose that T is a compact subset of T such that
dim S mel, T) = n.

(a) Then So in Sm(1) is a best approximation to afunctionfin C(T) on
T if and only if there exists a subinterval JR and a subset R = 1u i i ~I '/: c

Tn JR such that (f - s0)1 T has alternating extremal points on R where Rand
J R satisfy

p= 1. q=n

if p>l,q=n
p=l,q<n
p> I, q<n, q-p~m-I

i = P + 1,... , q. ( 1.2)

(b) The best approximations are uniquely determined on JR'

Remark. The subspace S m(I) is spanned by B-splines. But it is possible
to derive characterization theorems for all kinds of boundary conditions
from Theorem 1.1 (for details, see 19 I). For example, if we set n = m + k
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and T= [XO'Xk + l ] we obtain the problem which was considered by Rice [5]
and Schumaker [6] that is an approximation problem defined on [XO,Xk + 1].

The best approximations in Theorem 1.1 are not unique in general.
Therefore Rice considered the so-called strict approximations which are
particular unique best Chebyshev approximations for problems defined on
finite sets. For a definition of these approximations (see [5, p. 239D. In this
paper we shall only state a characterization of strict approximations for the
problem in consideration.

The following definition will be very important: Let f be an element of
C(T), where T is a finite subset of IR and let G be an n-dimensional subspace
of C(T). Suppose that go is a best approximation from G to f on T. A subset
S of the extremal points off-go is said to be a critical point set if go is a
best approximation to f on S but is not a best approximation to f on any
proper subset of S. A critical point set contains at most n + 1 points.

Now we shall consider the approximation problem concerning spline
functions. A characterization of crtitical point sets is given in [9].

THEOREM 1.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 be given and let So

be a best approximation from S m(i, T) to a function f in C(T). Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(a) The subset ReT is a critical point set.

(b) The subset ReT is associated with a subinterval JR satisfying the
properties (1.2) and f - So has alternating extremal points on R.

Moreover, the subspace S m(i, R) satisfies the Haar condition if ReT is a
critical point set and there exists a reference R I relative to S m(I) satisfying
RcR 1 •

The subsets R characterizing best approximations are critical point sets.
We shall use the following notations.

Suppose R is a critical point set. Then there exists a subinterval JR which
is associated with R. We call this subinterval JR associated with the critical
point set R. Let s I be a best approximation to f on a reference U c T then
there exists a unique critical point set R (see [9 D. We call the subinterval JR

to be associated with the reference.
Now we are able to state the characterization theorem for strict approx

imations (see [9]).

THEOREM 1.3. Let the partition Ll = {xd7:~ be given, let 1= [XO'Xk + 1]

and S m(1, T), where T is a finite subset such that dim(Sm(1, T)) = m + k.
Suppose that f is an element of C(T) and So of S m(1, T). Then the following
properties are equivalent:

(a) The function So is the strict approximation to f out of S m(1, T).
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(b) There exists a partition of the interval Xo= x vo < XVI < ... < XVh <
XVhTI = xk+ I such that the subintervals Ii = I"i_I."i satisfy the following
conditions:

(i) I = U7:iIi' I j n I j + 1 = 0 for all i = 1,... , h.

(ii) 0 is the unique best approximation from Sm(IJ to (f - so) on
Ti, where T j = TnIifor all i= l, ... ,h + 1 and there exists a critical point
set R i associated with Ii relative to Sm(IJ.

(iii) Let Yj :=maxXETI(f-so)(x)!. Then for all i= I.... ,h the
following conditions will hold: 'If XVi E Ii then Yj ~ Yi, , and if X"i E Ii then

Yi:( Yi+ J'

For a discussion of this theorem see [91.

Remark. The approximation problem is divided into subproblems and
the best approximations of these problems are always unique. Moreover. the
subspaces S m(Ii' R J satisfy the Haar condition. This property will be very
important for our later investigations.

The strict approximation can be constructed by the following inductive
definition (see 19]):

DEFINITION 1.4. Let Ll = lxd7!~ and 1= [XO'x k , ,I be given. Suppose
that T is a finite subset of l such that dim Sm(I, T) = m + k. Set
Go=Sm(I.T)=span{Mm+!", .• Mk~' [0=0 and let Zo be the set of
integers ~ -m + I,.... k}. Then we define for j ~ I the following sequence of
functions s/ Let Gj be the set of best approximations to the function

f - (s, + ... +si_l)(i.e.,jifj = I) on T n {I\~ If

out of span {lMdiEZj) and let Sj be a function in Gj •

Suppose that I j is a subinterval of !\Ii -, which is associated with a critical
point set of f - (s, + ... +sJ Then we define ~ = ~-l U I j and

Zj = {i E Zj_, : lx : Mi(x) * O} n ~ = 0}.

This construction is continued until Zt = 0 for some t. We denote by s(f)
the function 5, + ... + St.

COROLLARY 1.5. It can be shown that s(f) is the strict approximation
and that lId is a partition of I satisfying the properties of Theorem 1.4.

It is obvious that the subintervals Ii of Corollary 1.5 are not in natural
order, in general.
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2. THE ALGORITHM
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In this section we want to develop an algorithm which determines the
strict approximation of our problem. The characterization theorem for strict
approximations will be very important for this purpose.

The subspaces of polynomial spline functions with fixed knots do not
satisfy the Haar condition. But we can show that it is possible to divide this
problem into subproblems which satisfy the Haar condition on certain
subsets. First we shall consider these subproblems.

PROBLEM 1. Let the partition L1 = {xd7~~ be given, let I be an interval
such that (xo,xk+dclc [XO,Xk+1]. Suppose that T is a finite subset of I
satisfying dimeSm(I, T)) = dimeSmel)) = n. Then we determine the best
approximations to a function f in C(T) out of G = S m(I, T).

First we state the following theorem which is similar to the case where the
Haar condition is satisfied.

THEOREM 2.1. Let Problem I be given. Suppose that the subset Ro =

{ud7~} is a reference in T. Let So denote a best approximation from Sm(I, T)
to f on Ro with reference deviation Yo and let JRo be the unique subinterval
associated with R o.

If there exists a point t E T 1\ JRo such that 1(1- so)(t)1 > Yo then it is
possible to exchange a point i of Ron JRo to form a new reference
R 1 = {Ro\{i}} U {t} satisfying Yl > Yo' where Yl is the reference deviation on
R l' If JR I is the subinterval associated with R 1 then JR,C JRo '

Proof First we shall consider the approximation problem defined on

Ro=RoI\JRo = iUdr~L
The subspace S m(I, R 0) satisfies the Haar condition, i.e., the matrix

A =A ( up,...,uq+ 1 )

M -m+p"'" M -m+q

satisfies the Haar condition. Hence there exists a unique vector AE IR q _ P + 2

(up to a scalar) satisfying

FA =0, i = 1,... , q - P + 2.

In order to show the assertions of the theorem we can use the proof in [11,
p.38].

Following the lines of this proof it can be shown that there exists a point
i E Ro such that R1 = {Ro\ {i} } U {t} is a reference relative to S m(I, T 1\ JRo )

and the reference deviation y1 on R I satisfies Y1 > Yo'
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The subspace S mel, R I) does not satisfy the Haar condition in general.
Therefore the subinterval 1,[, associated with the reference R1 relative to
Sm(I. TnJRll ) may be a proper sub~et of J Rll = 1,[0'

It can be easily seen that R I=R 1 U jRon (/\!Rll}f is a reference relative
to S m(I, T), JR, = J1[, is the subinterval associated with this reference and ;' 1

is the reference deviation.
This completes the proof of the theorem.

COROLLARY 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 be given. Then the
exchange of the point is uniquely determined by the following rules;

Let a i = sign( (J - so)(u i )) and a = sign((J~ Sll)(t))·

(a) Let tE(u;,u jT1 ), where up~U;<U;,,~Uq_I' Then i=u; it
aja> 0 elsewhere i = uj _ I'

(b) Let t < up then i = up if apa > 0 elsewhere i = uq , I'

(c) Let t > uq+ 1 then i=uqj I ifaq+la> 0 elselvhere i=up'

Proof Since the matrix

satisfies the Haar condition we can apply the well-known exchange rules to
this case.

THEOREM 2.3. Let Problem I be given. Suppose that R is a reference in
T and JR is the subinterval associated with R.

Then a repeated application of the exchange rules of Theorem 2.1 yields a
reference R associated with a subinterval JI[ such that the following
conditions hold:

(a) heiR'
(b) If s is a best approximation to f on R then s is also a best approx,

imation on TnJI[ and JI[ is associated with the critical point set RnIi[ of
f ~ S relative to Sm(JI[)'

Proof We apply Theorem 2.1 to the reference R o= R and obtain a
sequence of references R I , ... , R I where the subintervals JR

i
associated with R i

satisfy }Ro~JRI:=J .. · ~JRI' Let Si be a best approximation on R i with
reference deviation Yi' The process stops after a finite number of steps since
T is a finite set and Ii < Yij l'

Hence there exists an integer t such that II(J -- slhrv II = II and we have_ "I
R=R I •

Using this theorem we are able to determine a function sin Sm(l, T) and a
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subinterval Jl[ such that s is a best approximation to f on Jl[' But s is not a
best approximation on I in general.

Now we want to define functions by an inductive definition which is
similar to Definition 1.4.

DEFINITION 2.4. Let Problem I be given where 1= [XO,Xk + 1J. Let
1;) = 0 and let Zo be the set of integers {-m + 1,..., k}. Then we define for
j). 1 the following sequence of Junctions Sj in Gj _ 1 = span{{Md;aj_J
There exists a subinterval I j C I\!j_ I such that Sj is a best approximation
from G;_I to f - (s 1 + .,. + Sj_ d (i.e., f if j = 1) on the subset Tn I j and Ij
is associated with a critical point set Rj of (f- (SI + '" + sj))ITnl; relative to

OJ_I' Let Yj ~ 11(f- (s I+ ... + sj))lljll· Then we define 1; = 1;- 1U 1; and

Z; = {i E Zj_1 : {x: M;(x) =1= Of nI~ = 0}.

The construction is continued until Z/ = 0 for some t. Then we denote by
h(f) the function Sl + ... +S/ and the set l(I;,R;,Y;)f:=1 corresponds to
h(f).

Remark. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that there exists functions s;
satisfying the properties of Definition 2.4.

DISCUSSION. In Definition 1.4 the function Sj is a best approximation to
f - (s I + .. , + Sj _ I) on the whole interval 1\1;_1 while in Definition 2.4 the
function Sj is only a best approximation on a subinterval of 1\1;-1'

Hence the function h(f) may not be a best approximation to f But we
have obtained a partition of I corresponding to h(f). Now we shall use this
partition in order to determine by an algorithm a partition of I which
corresponds to the strict approximation. This partition must have the
following properties.

THEOREM 2.5. Let h(f) and 1(1;, R;, Y;)}:= I be as in Definition 2.4.
Suppose that the following properties are satisfied: For all subintervals II"
IIJ. C {I;}:~ 1 satisfying Iv = Ip,.q" IIJ. = Iq,.q, we have Yv). YIJ. if xq, E I, and
Yv ~ YIJ. if xqI E I IJ.' Then h(f) is the strict approximation.

Proof Let Iv1, ...,I
V

, be the natural ordering of the subintervals {I;} then
{(I"i' R Vi ' Yl')};=l is a partition satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.3.
Hence h(f) is the strict approximation.

Now we want to determine a partition and a function satisfying the
properties of this definition. The following exchange theorem will be very
important.

THEOREM 2.6. Let h(!) and {(I;,R;, Y;)};=l be as in Definition 2.4.
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Suppose that I Ii and Iv are two subintervals of {ld:= I' where I Ii = IxPi ' X q, )

and Iv = (Xql ' xq,l· Let Y
li

< yl ., Then there exists a subinterval 10=

!xp"xq,]c{lIiUI,.} and a subset RoclR/1uR,.} such that Ro is a
reference relative to Sm(I0) and the reference deviation Yo to the function

f - h(f) on Ro satisfies Y/1 < Yo'
A similar result is true if Iii and I,. are half-open and open subintervals.

respectively.

Proof Set I 1 =I/1=lxp"xq,l. 12 =1,.= (X'I,·-'q,l. Y'=Yu ' f'2=Y,. and
h = h(f).

It follows from Theorem 1.1 that the critical point sets R I = R Ii =

ludr~~;~ I and R 2 = RI' = lvdr=+mqi 'II satisfies the conditions

utE (X-mT;,X i _ I ),

Vi E (x -m+i'X i ~ I)'

i=PI + 2,.... m +ql - l.
i = m + q I + I,..., m + q2- I (2.1 )

and (f - h )1, has alternating extremal points on R i for i = I, 2. We define a

subset YI = iYd r~~;~ I c jR I U R 2 } in the following way

if c > 0,

elsewhere

for all i=PI + I,... ,m +ql- I, where c= (f-h)(um+q,)(f-h)(['mtq,) and
Yi=Vj , i=m+ql,···,m+q2·

It follows immediately that

i = PI + l..... m + q 2 - 1. (2.2)

We have to distinguish the following cases:

R o =and10 = IXIII
then(i) Let -'m+q, I (: I'm" II,

I , lm+ q , . P - + -- 1
)[;j j m+q,' I.e.• 2 -m q, .

(ii) Let vm+Q1 < x m + q , ~ I and c > 0. Then it follows from (2.1) that

i = PI + 2,... , m + q2 - I (2.3 )

and we set 10 = IxPI ' x q ,] and R o= Y I , i.e.• P2 = PI'

(iii) Let vm+Q, < Xm+Q,_1 and c < 0. Then

i=m+ql.· .. ,m+q2- 1,

i = P I + I,..., m + q, - 1.

Let P2 be an integer in PI (:P2 (: ql such that

Yi<X i - iO i = pz + 2,..., m + q 1 - 1.
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i = P2 + 2,..., m +q2 - 1. (2.4 )

SetIo = [xp2 , x q2 ], R o= {y;}~j,;~ I'
It follows from (i), (ii) and (iii) that R o is a reference relative to Sm(IO)'

Let Yo be the reference deviation to1- h on R o·
The proof will be accomplished by showing that Yl < Yo' This is obvious

for case (i) since Yo = Y2 = Yv > Y" = Yl' Therefore we only must consider
cases (ii) and (iii).

We conclude from (2.2) thatl- h alternates on R o' It follows from (2.3)
and (2.4) that Ro is a subset which is associated with 10 relative to Sm(Io)' If
s I is a best approximation from S m(I0) to 1- h on Ro then (f - h) - S I

alternates on R o and Yo is the reference deviation.
Assume that Yo <YI' Then Sl alternates on R o. This is a contradiction

because Sl has at least m+q2-P2-1 sign changes and dim(Sm(Io,R o)) =

m + q2 - P2 - 1.
Now we assume that YI = Yo' Since the best approximation hlR1 to/on R[

is unique we obtain that S I == 0 on 10 (1 I I' Hence s 11/
2

is an element of
Sm(I2)' Moreover, it follows from Yo = Y[ < Y2 that SI alternates on R onI2·
Therefore SI has q2 - ql sign changes on 12 and dim(Sm(I2)) = q2 - ql' This
contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark. The function h(/) in Theorem 2.6 is a best approximation to I
on I" = [xp"xpJ but is not a best approximation to/on I since the error Yv
ofI - h(f) on Iv is greater than the error Y" on I". Using the exchange rules
of Theorem 2.6 we are able to determine another subinterval I., = [xp2 ' xqJ
such that the reference deviation Y., on a reference relative to Sm(I, Tn I.,) is
greater than Y". Since there is only a finite number of subintervals IP.q we are
able to determine after a finite number of steps a subinterval which is
associated with a critical point set of a best approximation. These results
also enables us to develop an algorithm which computes the strict approx
imation.

First we shall summarize the exchange rules of Theorem 2.6 in the
following result.

COROLLARY 2.7. (a) Let the assumptions 01 Theorem 2.6 be given, Let

R" = {u;}r=j,~~ I and R v = {v;}~+ni~ql be critical point sets 011- h(f) on I"
and Iv' respectively. Set c = (f- h(f))(um+q,)(f - h(f))(vm+q). Then we
define YI = {y;}r=j,~~1 as

if
c>O
c <0'

i = PI + 1,... , m + ql - 1,

i = m + q I , ... , m + q 2 •
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Then Iry= [xp"xq,j, Rry= 1Ydrc~p;'11 are associated, where p, is defined in
the following way:-

(i) Letxm+ q , l~vm.q,thenp2=m+ql-1.

(ii) Let vmH , < x m+q, -I and c > 0 thenP2 =PI'

(iii) Let vm,q, < Xm+q,_1 and c < O. Then p, is defined as the integer
satisfying PI ~P2 ~ ql and

YI <Xi I' i = P2 + 2, ..., m + ql - I.

(b) Similar exchange rules hold if I u and f" are half-open and open
subintervals, respectively, and ifxq, E I u ' x q, E f".

We now proceed to a description of the algorithm.

ALGORITHM 2.8. Let the partltzon L1 = jxd? +(i be gil'en. lei
1= Ixo' Xk , 1\ and let T be a finite subset of f such that dim Sm(/' T) =
dim Sm(I):

Let h(f) be a function which is constructed according to Definition 2.4.
Set gl = h(f). Let ~(I!, R!, y!)}~~ I be the partition corresponding to gl'

We define a sequence offunctions gi for integers j) 1 as follows:

(1) If gi satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.5 then g i is the strici
approximation.

(2) If gi does not satisl\' these conditions then we dejlne a jill1ction
gi+ I as follows:

Let 1(Ii, R{, yf) WI be the partition corresponding to gi' Then there exiSI
subintervals fi = I and Ii = I satisFying "i < },i iF X E Ii or .,i > .,i

J.1 PI,Q] 1 Q[.Q2 IJw: /J.1 /' U q\ U /u II

ijxq, E 1;. Assume that xq( E f~. Then!J. < v.
Now we determine a function gi + I and a set i (If' I. R f' I. y! l)l:-' :

corresponding to gi+ I in the following way:

(i)

(ii)

I{ + I = Ii. R {+ 1 = R{. y{ + I = y{, i = 0..... !J. - I.

Let Ji = U# I fi Then Ifi Ufil eli = f\ ,i
U l=- I to 'u I' ( u \fJ ,u·

Using Corollary 2.7 we determine a subinterval I~ of I:, U I; and a
reference R~ corresponding to S m(I~). Let R{, be a reference relath:e to
S m(J~) satisfying R~ = jf~ n I~,. Then we apply the construction of Definition
2.4 to the subspace Sm(J~) and the function (f- g,-)l]i. We obtain afunction
g- E S (li) and a partition j (Iii 1 R i +1 'Ii" I') I I) I" 'Vow we define.1+ 1 m J.1 ) { ~ / ~ I{ (/ u· j •

x EJi,.
elsewhere.
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Then the partition {(I! t 1 R j t 1 yj t l)} I) +I corresponds to g. The fiunction
I ' I 'I 1 = 1 J+ I"

gj+ I is similarly constructed if x ql E I~.

This construction determines the strict approximation.

THEOREM 2.9. Algorithm 2.8 determines after a finite number of steps
the strict approximation.

Proof Let {gj} be the sequence of functions defined by Algorithm 2.8
and let {(If, Rf, yf)}Y~l be the partitions corresponding to gj' Hence yf is the
deviation off- gj on If for all i = 1, , tj . It follows from the construction in
Algorithm 2.8 that yf + I = yf, i = 1, ,.u - 1, and we conclude from Theorem
2.6 that y~+ I > y~.

Hence the vector {yft 1 }~:l is lexicographically greater than {y{}y= l' On
the other hand, there exists only a finite number of partitions. Therefore the
algorithm determines after a finite number of steps the strict approximation.

Remark. It is not necessary to compute the partition on the whole
interval at each iteration. If we obtain at the jth iteration two subintervals
I~, I{, satisfying the properties of (2) in Algorithm 2.8 then we may proceed
to the (j + 1)th iteration.

3. CHEBYSHEV ApPROXIMATION FOR CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

Discrete approximation problems are closely related to problems defined
on an interval I. In order to determine best approximations on I we define a
sequence of strict approximations on finite subsets of I. Such a sequence is
not convergent, in general. But the following results will hold.

First we define a Remez type algorithm.

ALGORITHM 3.1. Given the partition 11: x 0 <XI' .. <X k t I and the
interval 1= [XO,Xkt1 ]. Let f be a function of ql). Suppose that TE is a
compact subset of I satiifying dim Sm(I, TE ) = m + k and To is afinite subset
of TE such that dim S m(I, To) = m + k.

At the ith step is defined a finite subset T i of TE and s(f, T i ) is a strict
approximation from Sm(I) on T i • Let {Iij}7~t/ be a partition of I
corresponding to s(f, T i ). Suppose that Yij is a point of TE n Iij such that

1(1- s(f, T;))(Yij)1

>1(1- s(f, T;))(x)1 for all x E TE nlij' j = 1,... , hi + 1.

Then Titt is given by TiU {Yij}7~t/.

We shall consider the following subsets:
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k

TF=I\U (xi-£;,x;)U(x;,x;+£;)f
i= 1

where E= {£l""'£k}' O<£/fo,. all i= I,...,k and £; sufficiently small such
that dim S m(l) = dim S m(I, T}). Then the following theorem can be similarzl'

shown as a result in 11°I.

THEOREM 3.2. Let TE be defined as follows:

(a) TF=I ifk<m (i.e., £;=0, i= l, .... k).

(b) £;>O,i=I, ... ,kifk>m.

Then the sequence s(f, T;) of Algorithm 3.1 converges to a function s(j; T f .)

in Sm(I).

Moreover, it is shown that the functions s(f, TI ) can also be obtained as
the limit of a sequence of strict approximations defined on discrete sets
which "fill up" the interval.

Remarks. (1) Some improvement in the convergence rate can be
obtained by modifying the method such that T; T 1 contains all local maxima
of if - s(f, T;)I which are greater than IIU- s(f, T;) )17;nIJ on T r II Iij'

(2) There has been developed many algorithms under general
assumptions which compute best approximations if the Haar condition is not
satisfied. See, for example [11 and the references therein.

(3) In [2 J the strict approximations are determined on finite sets. In
this paper we consider a special subspace-the subspace of spline functions.
Using the characterization for strict approximations we are able to develop
an algorithm such that a sequence of strict approximations converges to a
best approximation So off if k <m and we have convergence to a nearly best
approximation So off which for most practical cases is a best approximation
if k > m.

The algorithm in [31 determines a sequence of functions which converges
to a best approximation under the same assumptions. But the best approx
imations determined on the finite sets are no strict approximations in general.

4. EXAMPLES

The algorithm has been tested by R. Biirnreuther. Here we shall give some
examples.

(1) Let the function f(x) = In 11 + x I be defined on I = 10, 2 J. Suppose
that S m,k(J) has equally spaced knots. The entry in each box of the following
table is the minimax error magnitude.
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Degree of splines
No. of
knots 3 5 7

1 0.000 813 809 0.000036 842 0.000 001 944
2 0.000255263 0.000007 444 0.000000270
3 0.000101573 0.000 002 022 0.000 000 125
4 0.000 048 111 0.000000 993 0.000000055
5 0.000 025 511 0.000000512 0.000 000 023

All best approximations are unique. We obtain a partition of the interval I
only in one iteration step of the approximation problem where S m(/) has
degree 3 and 3 knots. Therefore we see that in most of the examples the
algorithm works as the classical Remez algorithm for Haar subspaces.

(2) Let/(x) = IX be defined on the interval 1= [0, 1]. We are setting
the knots near zero since / is not so well-behaved in a neighborhood of zero.
The first entry in each box is the minimax error magnitude. Subsequent
entries give the knot locations.

No. of
knots

2

3

4

5

640/41/4-4

Degree of splines

3 5 7

0.012238 0.009 115 0.007544
0.0395 0.0395 0.0395

0.004940 0.003691 0.002 120
0.00645 0.00645 0.00645
0.1076 0.1076 0.1076

0.003 119 0.002 112 0.001 748
0.002 0.002 0.002
0.02 0.02 0.02
0.15 0.15 0.15

0.002 386 0.001 785
0.001 5 0.0015
0.02 0.02
0.1 0.1
0.3 0.3

0.001946
0.001
0.015
0.06
0.2
0.35
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If m - I = 3 and k = 3 the best approximation is not unique. We obtain a
partition [0,0.02) and [0.02, I] with reference deviations 0.00283 and
0.00312, respectively. In the other cases the best approximations are unique.

(3) Let f(x) = 1/(1 +x 2
) and 1= [-5,51 (Runges example). The

entry in each box is the minimax error magnitude.

Degree of splines
No. of ------------ ~~---~- -- ---------------

knots 3 5 7

2 0.2078 0.1432 0.0975
3 0.0329 0.5227 0.0449
4 0.1274 0.0912 0.0645
5 0.1174 0.0217 0.0225

The knots are chosen as follows: {-I, 1 f if k = 2; 1-1,0, 1f if k = 3;
{-2, -1,1, 2} if k = 4; {-2, -1, 0, 1,2} if k = 5.
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